
The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by this station for the quarter specified. This listing 

is by no means complete, nor is the order in which these issues appear, intended to imply any degree of priority or significance of the 

issues. 

 

QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST FOR KSKA   __x_1st     _ __2nd   ___3rd   _ 4th    

       Quarter of 2018 

 

ISSUE DESCRIPTION:  PROGRAM SEGMENT: DATE/TIME: DURATION: DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT: 
Example:  New Dog Lease Law  Ken’s 7:00AM Newscast  7/4/03  :45   Tape: Mayor Jones Urges Council to pass law 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Weekly:  Health - Line One        01/19/18   2p+8p     59:00 min  Cervical cancer, what you need to know.   

Each cancer, whether breast cancer, colon cancer, or leukemia, is a different disease with a different cause, a different treatment, and a 

different prognosis. This week we discuss what you need to know about cervical cancer, perhaps the most preventable of all cancers. 

 

Weekly:  Health - Line One        02/12/18     2p+8p     59:00 min  The power of love.  Love comes in many forms. Be it 

romantic, social, or familial, experts agree that deep interpersonal connections are an integral part of our health and contribute greatly to 

our quality of life. On the next Line One, Clinical Psychologist, Dr. Jennifer Beathe returns to the program for a conversation about love 

and the power it has to help us heal, grow, and find meaning in our lives. 

 

Weekly:  Health -  Line One        03/05/18     2p+8p     59:00 min  The new Providence Alaska comprehensive pediatric 

emergency care facility.  Those who have never visited a hospital emergency room, especially at night, have fortunately missed what 

can be a very eye opening experience. Actually that is one of several reasons why pediatric patients need their own emergency care 

space. Join Dr. Thad Woodard for a discussion about the new Providence pediatric emergency facility on this program. 

 

Weekly:  Health -  Line One        03/16/18   2p+8p     59:00 min  The lifelong effects of the first 1000 days of life, 

autism and more! On this edition of Line One the emphasis is on the lifelong impact of early child brain development. We'll also take a 

deep dive into autism with Anchorage developmental-behavioral pediatrician Dr Siv Fasci. 

 

Weekly: Civic Engagement - Hometown Alaska   03/09/18    2p+8p     59:00 min  Proposition 10: Should we sell ML& P t 

Chugach Electric Association Voters will decide over the coming weeks if Anchorage will have one electric utility or two. On the next 

Hometown Alaska, join us as we explore the reasons behind the proposed sale of Municipal Light and Power to Chugach Electric 

Association and ask your questions, including the impact on rates, taxes, jobs and energy. 

 

 

 



Weekly: Civic Engagement - Hometown Alaska   03/09/18    2p+8p     59:00 min  Justice Alaska: the process and psychology of 

jury selection A major way citizens to participate in the judicial system happens on jury duty. How are jurors called to serve? Do you 

need a legal background to be a juror? What is the juror's job? What is the art and science behind selecting a jury? We'll talk with Alaska's 

state court jury coordinator, and with an attorney who has selected many juries for trial. 

 

Weekly:  Civic Engagement - Addressing Alaskans   03/19/18    2p   59:00 min  The 2018 Mayoral Candidate Forum 

Selection On the program this week we’ll be hearing the 2018 Mayoral Race Candidate Forum. 8 of the 9 candidates wishing to be 

mayor of the Anchorage Municipality were in attendance. You’ll hear their answers to some questions about many of Anchorage’s 

upcoming ballot proposals, as well as questions from each other. 

 

Weekly: Public Affairs - Addressing Alaskans   03/12/18  2p   59:00 min   Alaska’s high healthcare costs: solutions & overhauls 

The final panel discussion about solutions to Alaska’s high health care costs. This session explored systemic changes, such as the 

establishment of a single-payer system, addressing the 80th percentile rule, and establishment of an Alaska Health Care Authority. 

 

Weekly: Public Affairs Talk of Alaska (TOA)  03/09/18  10a+8p  59:00 min  State economy and recession. Is it time to start 

talking about economic recovery Alaska is still in recession- and the state's economic engine is significantly smaller than it 

was three years ago. But job losses have slowed.  So is there an end in sight for the first state recession in three decades? And 

what will it take to stage a real recovery. 

 
Weekly:  Public Affairs – Talk of Alaska  02/23/18  10a+8p     59:00 min    Preventing homelessness and why it matters  Thousands 

of Alaskans have been homeless, but the number would be much higher if organizations and individuals didn't work to prevent it. On the 

next Talk of Alaska we're discussing solutions for preventing homelessness, and why it affects everyone in the state, not just the families 

who experience it. 

 

Weekly:  Culture   Talk of Alaska  02/12/18    10a+8p     59:00 min    Alaskans at the Olympics  - More than a dozen 

Alaskans are representing the U.S. in the winter Olympics that recently kicked off in South Korea. They're competing in traditional sports 

like ice skating and Nordic skiing. And newer events, like snowboard cross- where snowboarders race down a mountain course that includes 

jumps of Damon J. Keith and Real Boy all of this edition of Talk of Alaska 

 

Weekly:  Culture   Arctic Entries   02/09/18    10a+8p     59:00 min    The fierce urgency of now: stories of protest, disruption, and 

the struggle for equality  – This month Arctic Entries brings you: The Fierce Urgency of Now: Stories of Protest, Disruption and the 

Struggle for Equality. In the spirit of This American Life, The Moth, and other storytelling events, Arctic Entries brings Alaskans to the 

stage to share their personal stories: funny, sad and sweet. At every performance, people tell a seven-minute long true story about themselves 

relating to the show’s theme. Local musicians perform a few songs as well. Proceeds made from Arctic Entries’s ticket sales go to a non 

profit partner selected at the beginning of each season. 
 


